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 Student Conservation  
 Association

McDonald’s partners  
with SCA to recognize  
and reward high school 
students for their local 
environmental efforts. 

 US Environmental Protection Agency

McDonald’s joins as official participant  
of Green Lights, a program aimed at 
promoting energy efficiency through 
investment in energy-saving lighting.  

 US Postal Service

McDonald’s teams up 
with the US Postal 
Service on a nationwide 
environmental  
stamp design contest  
for children. 

 National Wildlife Federation

McDonald’s partners with the 
National Wildlife Federation 
to create the Amazing Wildlife 
Happy Meal.

19951990

 Environmental Defense Fund

McDonald’s USA and EDF form  
a task force to find ways to reduce,  
reuse and recycle materials  
generated by restaurants, suppliers  
and distribution system. 

 National Recycling Coalition

McDonald’s becomes a founding 
member of Buy Recycled Business 
Alliance, a business-to-business 
group dedicated to increasing 
purchases of recycled products.

1992 1993 1997

 Environmental Defense Fund

McDonald’s joins EDF and other 
companies and educational 
institutions on The Paper Task 
Force, a voluntary initiative to 
develop recommendations for 
purchasing environmentally 
preferable paper.

 National Wildlife Federation

McDonald’s and the National 
Wildlife Federation promote 
“Backyard Habitat” to millions 
of customers at McDonald’s 
restaurants in Oregon, Georgia, 
Colorado and Virginia. 

 Conservational  
 International

“Discover the 
Rainforest 
Happy Meal” 
developed with 
Conservation 
International.

 Global ReLeaf

McDonald’s teams up with  
Global ReLeaf to promote the  

“Let’s Get Growing America”  
program, including environmental 
education and the distribution  
of 9 million trees to customers.
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Environmental Defense Fund

McDonald’s works with EDF, 
drug manufacturers, scientists 
and members of medical 
community to create a global 
Antibiotics Policy. 

 World Wildlife Fund  

McDonald’s Europe works 
with WWF to create its 
sustainable forestry policy.

 Project Kaleidoscope (2002–2006)

McDonald’s joins a multi-year collaborative  
project designed to promote sustained  
compliance with labor standards mandated by 
corporate codes of conduct for manufacturers.

2000 2001 2003

 Global Advisory Council for  
 Balanced Active Lifestyles

McDonald’s establishes a global  
group of nutrition and fitness  
experts to help guide the company  
on activities that address the need  
for balanced, healthy lifestyles.

2004

 Refrigerants Naturally

McDonald’s joins a global 
initiative of companies 
committed to combat 
climate change and 
ozone layer depletion 
by substituting harmful 
fluorinated gases 
(“F-gases”, such as CFCs, 
HCFCs and HFCs) with 
natural refrigerants.

 Nutritionist Steering Group Europe

McDonald’s Europe establishes the Nutritionist 
Steering Group to inform the company’s efforts on 
nutrition information and balanced, active lifestyles.

 Animal Welfare Council

McDonald’s establishes its Animal Welfare 
Guiding Principles and U.S.-based Council. 

 Keep America Beautiful, Inc.

McDonald’s serves as promotional  
partner for the second annual  
Great American Clean-up, publicizing  
the event through packaging and  
other restaurant communication.

20021999

 Dr. Temple Grandin

Dr. Temple Grandin helps McDonald’s 
develop its Animal Welfare auditing 
program.

 Food Animal Initiative 

McDonald’s Europe begins its sustainable 
agriculture partnership with the Food Animal 
Initiative and launches McDonald’s Agricultural 
Assurance Programme (MAAP) – a mechanism 
for engaging with Farm Assurance Schemes  
to raise standards of sustainable agriculture 
across Europe. 

 International Scientific Advisory Council

McDonald’s establishes International  
Scientific Advisory Council to advance stronger 
food safety protocols in the supply chain. 

 Conservation International

Conservation International helps McDonald’s  
develop its Sustainable Fisheries Program.



 Food Animal Initiative

McDonald’s Europe develops the  
Flagship Farms website to share  
sustainable agricultural practices  
developed in partnership with  
the Food Animal Initiative. 

 National Wildlife Federation

McDonald’s USA and the National  
Wildlife Federation celebrate  
Earth Month “One Meal/One Napkin”  
awareness initiative at approximately  
2,000 Wal-Mart locations.

 Conservation International

In partnership with Conservation  
International, McDonald’s Europe  
develops the Endangered Animals  
Happy Meal.

 Japan Ministry of Environment

The Japan Ministry of the Environment  
and McDonald’s Japan partner to install  
LED lighting in over 30 restaurants, 
reducing energy consumption by 44%. 

 Coalition for Sustainable Egg Supply

As a member of the Coalition for 
Sustainable Egg Supply, McDonald’s USA 
partners with experts, suppliers and 
others in the industry to study humane 
and sustainable laying hen options.

 Hospital Pedro de Elizalde in Argentina

Arcos Dorados, McDonald’s 
Developmental Licensee in  
Latin America, partners with  
Hospital Pedro de Elizalde in Argentina  
to convert used cooking oil into biodiesel.

2006

 Greenpeace  
 International

McDonald’s joins 
moratorium on  
sourcing soya  
grown illegally  
in Amazon biome.

2010

 World Wildlife Fund

McDonald’s works with WWF to 
complete the first assessment of 
its Sustainable Land Management 
Commitment and is a leading 
sponsor of the Global Conference  
on Sustainable Beef.

 RecycleBank

McDonald’s USA partners  
with RecycleBank in rewarding 
consumers for taking 
environmentally preferred actions.

2005

 Conservation  
 International

McDonald’s partners with 
Conservation International 
to develop its Supplier 
Environmental Scorecard.

 Coalition of  
 Immokalee  
 Workers (CIW)

McDonald’s signs  
an agreement  
with CIW to work 
towards improving  
the working  
conditions of  
tomato farm  
workers in Florida.
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 Green Building Council

Chicago McDonald’s becomes first  
company-owned LEED-certified restaurant.

 Sustainable Agriculture Initiative

McDonald’s becomes one of  
25 members of SAI, the main food  
industry initiative supporting  
the development of sustainable  
agriculture worldwide.

World Wildlife Fund

McDonald’s Australia 
supports WWF’s Earth 
hour by turning off 
restaurant lights in 
Sydney for one hour to 
take a stand against 
climate change.

 Global Food Safety Initiative 

McDonald’s Corporation  
joins on the Board of  
Directors of the Global Food 
Safety Initiative (GFSI).


